
Randori Attack: Continuous Red Team

Key use cases

Key Benefits

Don’t assume you’re secure. Prove it. 

Security and business leaders need to know valuable assets are 

secure. Annual penetration tests or vulnerability scans can’t answer 

this question —the timing, scope, and capabilities don’t reflect the 

threats you face. You need a trusted adversary.



Randori Attack gives you the power of an automated red team, 

enabling you to continuously test your defenses against attacks 

that mirror the adversaries you face. By exposing gaps and breaking 

down issues, Randori helps you discover the unexpected and build a 

program resilient to compromise.

Continuous Red Team


MSSP & MDR Testing 


Security Control Validation


ROI Assessment


Cloud Security Testing

Test Your Defenses


Continually assess what works, 
and what doesn’t. No install or 
setup required.


Eliminate Guesswork


Get the evidence needed to break 
through objections and drive 
projects forward.


Become Resilient


Continuously improve your threat 
detection and incident response 
with a trusted adversary.

“Using Randori has helped me understand how much risk I am willing to accept, 

and has completely changed my mindset on how we should do security.”

John Shaffer, 

CIO, Greenhill & Co. Investment Bank



How Randori Attack Works

How is Attack Different than Legacy Security Tests?

1. Mirrors your real-world adversaries.

2. Assess and improve year round.

3. See through the eyes of the attacker.

www.randori.com.

Randori is your trusted adversary. Designed to penetrate some of the world's largest and most secure 
organizations, our automated attack platform mirrors today's adversaries. We help defenders 
continuously assess their real-world security and prove to themselves and management that their 
most valuable assets are secure. Headquartered in Waltham, MA, with offices in Denver, CO, the 
company is backed by Accomplice, .406 Ventures and Legion Capital. Learn more at 

About Randori


Safely test your complete program—people, process, and technology—against an attacker that 
matches your threat profile.

Annual penetration tests and 2-week red team engagements don’t keep up with your changing attack 
surface. With an automated red-team, stay a step ahead of the unexpected and continuously improve, 
at a fraction of the cost.

Randori automates hacker logic, the decision making process that determines when, where, and 
how an adversary is likely to strike. Learn the attacker’s mindset by practicing how you fight.

Beginning simply with an 
email address, Randori 
maps out your attack 
surface. No install or 
config is required.

Randori monitors your 
company and alerts on 
important change. You can 
authorize any identified 
targets as scope for Attack.

Attack will safely test your 
program by executing 
Runbooks, built to gain 
access to prized and 
confidential assets.

See what works and didn’t. 
Continuously track your 
progress as you learn and 
improve.

Start Recon Authorize Attack Detect & Respond Learn & Repeat
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